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au coeur de l image

How to play

How to play - 1

Cartzzles are pictures you must first 
piece together by laying cards on top of 
each other (with or without the template, 
depending on your dedication). Then, start 
again, using challenges this time!

This box contains 2 Cartzzles over 50 
cards (one on the front of the cards, the other 

on the back): 
The Large Basilica (front)  
and Black Forest (back). 

the game also contains:
1 template card
1 Challenge card for The Large Basilica
1 Challenge card for Black Forest

1 Help card & this How to play card

To succeed, you’ll need to be gentle above all!
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A few words of advice

• Some elements differ from card 
to card (either by nature, color or 
shape), even if they should go in the 
same place?  
This is normal! 

• You feel some cards overlap in 
a weird way during your first 
attempt? Not too bad... if you can 
stand the weirdness, that is. 

• Check every single detail to find 
the best angle to lay your card.

• Train your dexterity and try to find 
techniques to lay the cards, to hold 
them, and to slide them very delicately. 
You can also play on a game mat for 
maximum efficiency.

How to play

How to play - 2



The Large Basilica
(Mattias Adolfsson)

Solo

1  Piece together this 
Mattias Adolfsson drawing 
by laying all the cards.

2  Our artist is a bit sloppy.  
His paint gun is fast and wondrous... 
but it also sprays unwanted droplets of 
paint everywhere on the canvas!  
Piece that drawing together again and 
hide all 24 blue and orange paint stains.

The Large Basilica - 1



The Large Basilica - Challenges

Duel - to each their half, but beware 
the paint!

On the back of the cards, you’ll find blue 
and orange leaves. Sort the cards in two 
piles, one per leaf color. Each player takes 
a pile.  
4 cards have both (    and    ) symbols. From 
those, two have a colored stripe (on the 
Basilica side). Each player takes the striped 
card that matches their deck’s color and 
uses it as the basis of their half-Cartzzle. 
Both remaining cards are put into the box. 
Each player will make their own side of the 
painting, each with their own cards. The 
first player who finishes their side ends the 
game. Each player scores as many points as 
there are visible paint stains in their half of 
the painting, plus a point for each unplayed 
card.  
The player with the least points wins.

The Large Basilica - 2



Solo

1 Recreate all the forest by laying all 
cards. Disregard any surprising 
overlaps for now! 

2  Start again, but this time... let 
there be no blue or orange leaf! 

3  Some of these animals show beautiful 
and vivid colors... Start over and show 
all 14 bright blue animals! 

4  Last, hide all the bright blue animals, 
and instead have the painting show all 
10 robots from that fabulous color.

Black Forest 
(Mattias Adolfsson)

x10

x14

Black Forest - 1



Black Forest - Challenges

Duel - to each their half, but beware 
the leaves!

               Place the 4 cards with 
blue AND orange leaves as a 
vertical line in the center of the 
table. Split all other cards in 2 
piles (blue or orange leaves): 
give one pile to each player. The 
player with blue leaves will make 
the right half of the Cartzzle and 
the orange leaves player takes 
the left half. Do not touch cards 
that were laid by your opponent! 
The first player who finishes their 
side ends the game. Each player 
scores as many points as there 
are visible leaves of their colour, 
plus an additional point per 
unplayed card. The player with the 
least points wins the game.
 Black Forest - 2



Want to know more?

www.jeux-opla.fr
/cartzzle/curieuse-basilique

Lost in the picture?  
Would you like some help? We hid a 
few tips and solutions on the game’s 
website, if you use the right password:

The Large Basilica: mattiaspollock
Black Forest: iletaituneforet

?

Head to our website to learn things about 
Adventure and about the art of documentary...

Help



Want to know more?

More Cartzzles


